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I. Introduction
T HE current air traffic management (ATM) is a complex, highlyregulated, and inefficient system [1]. The improvement of such
an ATM paradigm is a challenging research area for the air tran-
sportation community [2]. One of the main goals pursued is to
decrease aircraft emissions and fuel consumption in flight profiles. In
particular, single European sky ATM research (SESAR) pursues the
following by 2020: 8–14 min gain per flight on average, 300–500 kg
reduction in fuel per flight on average, and 945–1575 kg reduction of
CO2 emissions per flight on average [3].
The SESARconcept of operations requires a paradigm shift froma
highly structured and fragmented system, heavily reliant on tactical
decision and with few strategic planning functions, to an integrated
one based on collaborative strategic management of trajectories [4].
In the future European ATM system to be built under SESAR, the
trajectory becomes the key piece of a new set of operating procedures
referred to as trajectory-based operations (TBO) [5]. Therefore, the
strategic-level implementation of optimal four-dimensional trajecto-
ries must be done within an intricate framework of increasing
complexity.
In the flight of an aircraft, several flight phases can be distin-
guished for climbing, cruising, and descent, each with an associated
dynamic model and a set of path constraints. Thus, multiple flight
models can be used for different phases to solve a so-called
multistage or multiphase trajectory optimization problem [6–8].
This Note solves a multiphase trajectory optimization problem
using the methodology presented in [9]. The idea is that the flight of
an aircraft has intrinsically got the characteristics of a controlled
switched dynamic system. Then, the authors combine all phases
making a sequence and, by a parametrization of the switching
instants, convert the multiphase optimal control problem into a
conventional optimal control problem. For details, mathematical
background, and general references on multiphase optimal control,
the reader is referred to [9] and references therein.
In the scope of trajectory planning, recent widespread activity in
ATM research has been done toward greener operational concepts.
Departure procedures for minimizing noise nuisance have been
analyzed [10–13]. Analysis of minimum fuel cruise at constant
altitude has been done [14,15], showing that the steady cruise is far
from the optimal. Arrival operations have also been studied, with
special focus on continuous descent approach (CDA), obtaining
important fuel savings, and environmental benefits when putting it
into practice in real scenarios [16–18]. Optimal trajectories with
airspace constraints have also been discussed [19].
However, more efforts on trajectory optimization are needed to
analyze performances, propose procedures, and set standards. With
this aim, this Note presents a framework for commercial aircrafts
strategic four-dimensional trajectory planning toward aTBOconcept
of operations.
Within this framework, the authors define what are termed
optimized procedured profiles. They are based on a relaxation of
current procedures by setting, in general, just one procedure per
phase and relaxing some trigger conditions of switching between
phases. To evaluate such a methodology, short- and medium-range
vertical optimized procedured profiles are compared with fully
procedured profiles, those used in the current paradigm,which can be
consulted in [20], and free-flight profiles, considered as optimal
performance benchmarks. Aircraft performances, flight procedures,
and the resulting consumptions are analyzed and discussed.
II. Methodology and Framework
A switched dynamic system is composed of a set of dynamic
systems:
_x fkxt; ut; t; k 2 f0; 1; . . . ; Ng (1)
where x represents the n-dimensional state vector, the set
f0; 1; . . . ; Ng represents the different dynamic systems, and a
switching sequence in tI; tF, defined as the timed sequence ofN  1
active dynamic systems,
  tI; kI; t1; k1; . . . ; tN; kN (2)
where 0  N <1, tI  t1     tN  tF, and kj 2 f0; 1; . . . ; Ng. To
control a switched dynamic system, both a m-dimensional control
input, ut, and a switching sequence, , have to be specified.
Consider the switched dynamic system (1)whose state and control
variables are subjected to a set of equality and inequality constraints:
gkxt; ut; t  0; hkxt; ut; t  0; k 2 f0; 1; . . . ; Ng
(3)
Given an initial state, xtI, a final state, xtF, a time interval,
tI; tF, and a prescribed untimed sequence of active dynamic
systems,  kI; k1; . . . ; kN, we study the problem of finding a
piecewise continuous input, ut, the switching instants, t1; . . . ; tN,
and the corresponding piecewise smooth trajectory, xt, between
xtI and xtF, that fulfil Eqs. (1) and (3), and minimize
J xtF 
Z
tF
tI
Lxt; ut; t dt (4)
The final time, tF, may be fixed or left free.We assume that fk, gk, hk,
and  are smooth enough functions.
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We then introduce the new independent variable,  2 0; 1, as in
[9]. By introducing the new independent variable, , the evolution
equation on the interval tk; tk1 given by Eq. (1) becomes
x0  N  1xnk1 	 xnkf^kx; u;  (5)
where 0 denotes the derivative of  with respect to the new
independent variable, , and
f^ kx; u;   fkx; u; t
Let x^ be the extended state vector
x^ x1; . . . ; xn; xn1; . . . ; xnN T
where the new state variables, xn1; . . . ; xnN , correspond to the
switching times, tk, k 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Ng, i.e., xnk  tk, with _xnk  0.
Then, define on each interval k=N  1<   k 1=N  1:
L^x^; u;   N  1xnk1 	 xnkLx; u; t
We can rewrite the functional (4) as
J^ x^1 
Z 1
N1
0
L^x^; u;  d     
Z
1
N
N1
L^x^; u;  d
 x^1 
Z
1
0
L^x^; u;  d (6)
and the task is to minimize J^ in the extended state space, subject to
Eq. (5) in the reformulated problem, and to the corresponding path
constraints in Eq. (3). The new equivalent problem is a conventional
optimal control problem. The last N components of the optimal
solution of this problem, x^
, will be the optimal switching times tk,
k 1; . . . ; N. The reformulated optimal control problem is stated as
follows:
min J^ (7)
Subject to x0  N  1xnk1 	 xnkf^kx; u; ;
dynamic constraint (8)
x0n1  . . . x0nN  0; switching dynamic constraint (9)
xtI  xtI ; initial-boundary condition (10)
 xtF; tF  0; final-boundary condition (11)
lk  kx; u  uk ; path constraints (12)
Notice that Eqs. (8), (9), and (12) correspond to the set of equality and
inequality constraints in Eq. (3).
In this framework, flight plans are modeled as a collection of
phases (in figures labeled Ph), connected by end trigger (ET)
conditions which make the system switch between one phase and
the following. The discrete states of the flight plan model are stored
in the following variables: flight phase (Ph), aerodynamic
configuration (AC), dynamic mode (DM), operational procedure
(OP), and atmosphere mode (AM), so that f^k  Phk
ACk;DMk;OPk;AMk. When fETkgk0;...;N	1 is triggered, the
system switches form k to k 1 (see Fig. 1). Flight phase mode,
Ph 2 f0; . . . ; Ng, represents the phases constituting the flight plan.
The AC mode represents the flap configuration of the aircraft.
Generally, five different AC can be distinguished: takeoff (TO),
initial climb (IC), cruise (CR), approach (AP), and landing (LD).
Thus, AC 2 fTO; IC;CR;AP;LDg. Whether the aircraft flies in a
configuration depends upon either a threshold altitude, HT , or a
stall speed, VS (see Fig. 2). The DM, DM 2 f3D;H;Vg,
represents, respectively, either purely three-dimensional, horizontal
(H), or vertical (V) ordinary differential equations (ODE) systems
governing the motion of the aircraft. OPs can be also specified.
OP 2 fPATH;CAS;M; Tmax; Tmin;HOg represents, respectively, a
constant flight-path angle procedure (labeled PATH), a constant
calibrated airspeed procedure (labeled CAS), a constant Mach
procedure (M), a maximum thrust procedure (Tmax), a minimum
thrust procedure (Tmin), and a horizontal procedure (labeled HO).
Whenever they are active, these procedures are formulated as
equality constraints, so that a differential algebraic equation system
is formed. The AM represents whether the aircraft is below (Be) or
above (Ab) the tropopause, h 11:000 m. The international
standard atmosphere (ISA) model considers a piecewise defined
relation Th, whose truncation takes place at the tropopause.
Therefore, a discrete mode must be added to take it into
consideration. This mode takes two values, AM 2 fBe;Abg.
III. Case Studies
We carry out a comparison between fully procedured profiles,
free-flight profiles, and optimized procedured profiles over short- and
medium-range vertical flights.
A. Aircraft Continuous Dynamics
We consider a three-degree-of-freedom (DOF) dynamic model
that describes the point variable-massmotion of the aircraft over aflat
earth model. We assume a symmetric flight, with forces acting in the
center of gravity and lying in the plane of symmetry. We neglect the
thrust angle of attack. We consider the vertical motion of the aircraft,
i.e., DM V. A standard atmosphere is defined with TISA  0.
Fig. 1 Finite state machine for the flight plan model.
Fig. 2 Finite state machine for AC.
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The coefficient of lift,CL  2L=SV2 (whereL is the lift force,  the
density of air, S the reference wing surface area, and V the true air
speed), is, in general, a function of the angle of attack, , and the
Mach number, M, i.e., CL  CL;M. CL is used as a control
variable rather than the angle of attack. We assume a parabolic drag
polar, i.e.,CD  CD0  CDiC2L, whereCD0 is the parasite coefficient
and CDi is the induced coefficient. Eurocontrol base of aircraft data
(BADA) 3.6 is used as the aircraft performance model [20]. These
hypotheses lead to the following set of ODEs for aircraft
performance:
m _V  T 	D	mg sin ; mV _  L 	mg cos 
_x V cos ; _h V sin ; _m		T (13)
where the thrust, T, and CL are the control inputs, and the true
airspeed, V, the distance, x, the altitude, h, the flight-path angle, ,
and the mass of the aircraft, m, are the state variables. 	 refers to the
thrust specific fuel flow. D CD 12 SV2 is the drag force.
We consider a BADA 3.6 Airbus A-320 model [20]. The different
ACs and the value of aerodynamic parameters are listed in Table 1.
The path constraints of the problem are those that define the aircraft’s
flight envelope. The maximum coefficient of lift, CLmaxk
, the stall
speed,VSk , and the thresholds,HTk , for k 0; . . . ; N, vary depending
on AC. The rest of constraints are the same for all phases:
0  h  minHTk ; hM0; hu; CVminVSk  V  VMo
M  MM0; mmin  m  mmax; 0  CL  CLmax
k
T  Tmax; _mmin  _m (14)
where hM0 is the maximum operating altitude, hu is the maximum
dynamic altitude [hu  hmax GtTISA 	 CTc;4 GWmmax	
m, where hmax is the maximum altitude at maximum takeoff weight
under ISA conditions, Gt is the temperature gradient on maximum
altitude, TISA is the temperature deviation from ISA, CTc;4 is the
fourth thrust temperature coefficient, GW is the mass gradient on
maximum altitude, and mmax is the maximum mass of the aircraft],
CVmin  1:3 (except for TO, where CVmin  1:2) is the minimum
speed coefficient,VM0 is themaximumoperating calibrated airspeed,
MM0 is the maximum operating Mach number,mmin is the minimum
aircraft mass, Tmax is the maximum thrust, and _mmin is the minimum
fuel flow. Values and formulas can be checked out in the BADA
database manual [20].
Current instrumental landing systems (ILS) set the constant
descent path between 	2:5 and 	3:5 deg, generally 	3 deg.
Therefore, regarding the landing phase,  has also been constrained
according to the typical values of an aircraft’s final descent path, i.e.,
	 6  Landing  	2 deg (15)
Notice that constraint (15) only applies for optimized procedured
profiles; free-flight profiles do not have a specific constraint in the
landing phase regarding .
B. Profiles Definition
Fully procedured profiles reflect the current ATM paradigm and
have been defined accurately according to typical vertical profiles
currently being flown. Those profiles can be found in BADA [20].
Modeling typical profiles in such a way enforces the specification of
Table 1 A-320 ACs
Configuration Flap CLmax CD0 CDi
TO 1 F 2.43 0.0393 0.0396
IC 1 2.19 0.0242 0.0469
CR Clean 1.50 0.024 0.0375
AP 2 2.76 0.0456 0.0381
LD Full 3.09 0.0838 0.0371
Table 2 Short-range fully procedured flight profile
Phase Name AC ET OP OCa
0 TO TO V  1:3VSIC Tmax VCAS < 250 kt
1 IC IC V  1:3VSCR Tmax VCAS < 250 kt
2 Res. free climb CR h 10; 000 ft Tmax VCAS < 250 kt
3 Climb accel CR VCAS  300 kt h 10; 000 ft, Tmax ——
4 Climb CAS CR Mach 0:78 CAS 300 kt, Tmax ——
5 Climb Mach CR h FL320 M 0:78, Tmax ——
6 Cruise CR —— h FL320,M 0:78 ——
7 Descent Mach CR VCAS  300 kt M 0:78, Tmin ——
8 Descent CAS CR h 10; 000 ft CAS 300 kt, Tmin ——
9 Descent decel CR VCAS  250 kt h 10; 000 ft, Tmin ——
10 Res. free descent CR h 6000 ft Tmin VCAS < 250 kt
11 Approach AP h 2000 ft. PATH	3 deg VCAS < 250 kt
12 Landing LD Final cond. PATH	3 deg VCAS < 250 kt
aOC refers to operational constraints due to operations near airports.
Table 3 Medium-range fully procedured flight profile
Phase Name AC ET OP OC
0 TO TO V  1:3VSIC Tmax VCAS < 250 kt
1 IC IC V  1:3VSCR Tmax VCAS < 250 kt
2 Res. free climb CR h 10; 000 ft Tmax VCAS < 250 kt
3 Climb accel CR VCAS  300 kt h 10; 000 ft, Tmax ——
4 Climb CAS CR Mach 0:78 CAS 300 kt, Tmax ——
5 Climb Mach CR h FL360 M 0:78, Tmax ——
6 Cruise CR —— h FL360,M 0:78 ——
7 Descent Mach CR VCAS  300 kt M 0:78, Tmin ——
8 Descent CAS CR h 10; 000 ft CAS 300 kt, Tmin ——
9 Descent decel CR VCAS  250 kt h 10; 000 ft, Tmin ——
10 Res. free descent CR h 6000 ft Tmin VCAS < 250 kt
11 Approach AP h 2000 ft. PATH	3 deg VCAS < 250 kt
12 Landing LD Final cond. PATH	3 deg VCAS < 250 kt
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two operative procedures per phase, for instance, to climb with
constant calibrated air speed (VCAS) and constant throttle setting, or
to perform a steady cruise, i.e., with defined constant Mach and
constant altitude.
Free-flight profiles are defined by combining some velocity
constraints due to airports terminal area restrictions, together with an
enroute free-flight performance. Such profiles are considered as
optimal benchmark and represent a comparison baseline, being
useful for a better understanding of optimal performances and a
quantitative analysis of current inefficiencies.
Optimized procedured profiles are defined seeking a short-term
more efficient use of the current ATM paradigm based on TBO. The
enroute imposed procedures are derived from a better air traffic
control and ATM instead of a pure enroute free flight. They are based
on a relaxation of current procedures, by setting, in general, just one
procedure per phase, and also relaxing some capture conditions for
switching. Referring the reader to Tables 2 and 3, it can be observed
that the optimized procedured profiles are defined with some trigger
conditions, the so-called capture conditions for switching.When this
occur, the switchings are autonomous, e.g., they occur when the
aircraft reaches the respective altitudes or velocities. On the contrary,
switches between phases with noncapture conditions are called
controlled switches since they are given by the control lawwithin the
optimal solution. It is easy to see that the main difference between
fully procedured and optimized procedured profiles is, together with
less restricted procedures, the fact that some controlled switches are
allowed.As a consequence, the transitionMach, the cruising altitude,
or the constant calibrated speed of descent are not prefixed, but are set
by the optimal solution, leading the system to an overall minimum
fuel consumption.
1. Short Range
Tables 2, 4, and 5 show, respectively, the fully procedured,
optimized procedured, and free-flight profiles herein used for
numerical computation. The short-range fully procedured flight has
been derived from a real Madrid–Oviedo flight plan following
BADA-like flight procedures with airline-defined speed and altitude
profile values [20]. The boundary conditions of the flight are the
following: xtI  0, htI  0, vtI  1:2VstallTO m=s, tI  0:05 rad,
mtI  63; 070 Kg; xtF  476 km, htF  0.
2. Medium Range
Tables 3, 6, and 7 show, respectively, the fully procedured,
optimized procedured, and free-flight profiles herein used for the
numerical simulation. The medium-range fully procedured flight
has been derived from a real Madrid–Berlin flight plan following
BADA-like flight procedure with airline-defined speed and altitude
profile values [20]. The boundary conditions of the flight are the
following: xtI  0, htI  0, vtI  1:2VstallTO m=s, tI  0:05 rad,
mtI  69; 415 Kg; xtF  2035 km, htF  0.
IV. Experimental Results
The fully procedured profile computations have been carried out
using a tool combining three-DOF flight dynamics differential
equations with procedure-oriented three-dimensional flight control.
More precisely, the aircraft ODE system Eq. (13) with the same
performance based on BADA and atmosphere models (ISA) is
integrated using the set of path constraints (14), while controls are
Table 4 Short-range optimized procedured flight profile
Phase Name AC ET OP OC
0 TO TO V  1:3VSIC —— VCAS < 250 kt
1 IC IC V  1:3VSCR —— VCAS < 250 kt
2 Res. free climb CR h 10; 000 ft —— VCAS < 250 kt
3 Climb accel CR —— h 10; 000 ft ——
4 Climb CAS CR —— CAS, Tmax ——
5 Climb Mach CR —— M, Tmax ——
6 Cruise CR —— HO ——
7 Descent Mach CR —— M ——
8 Descent CAS CR h 10; 000 ft CAS ——
9 Descent decel CR —— h 10; 000 ft ——
10 Res. free descent CR h 6000 ft Tmin VCAS < 250 kt
11 Approach AP h 2000 ft PATH VCAS < 250 kt
12 Landing LD Final cond. PATH VCAS < 250 kt
Table 5 Short-range free-flight profile
Phase Name AC ET OP OC
0 TO TO V  1:3VSIC —— VCAS < 250 kt
1 IC IC V  1:3VSCR —— VCAS < 250 kt
2 Res. free climb CR h 10; 000 ft —— VCAS < 250 kt
3 Free CL/CR/DS CR h 10; 000 ft —— ——
4 Res. free descent CR h 6000 ft —— VCAS < 250 kt
5 Approach AP h 2000 ft —— VCAS < 250 kt
6 Landing LD Final cond. —— VCAS < 250 kt
Table 6 Medium-range optimized procedured flight profile
Phase Name AC ET OP OC
0 TO TO V  1:3VSIC —— VCAS < 250 kt
1 IC IC V  1:3VSCR —— VCAS < 250 kt
2 Res. free climb CR h 10; 000 ft —— VCAS < 250 kt
3 Climb accel CR —— h 10; 000 ft ——
4 Climb CAS CR —— CAS, Tmax ——
5 Climb Mach CR —— M, Tmax ——
6 Cruise CR —— HO ——
7 Descent Mach CR —— M ——
8 Descent CAS CR h 10; 000 ft CAS ——
9 Descent decel CR —— h 10; 000 ft ——
10 Res. free descent CR h 6000 ft Tmin VCAS < 250 kt
11 Approach AP h 2000 ft PATH VCAS < 250 kt
12 Landing LD Final cond. PATH VCAS < 250 kt
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properly set using a flight management system so that the aircraft
follows the given flight procedures.
Optimized procedured and free-flight profiles are defined and
formulated according to Sec. II. To solve the resulting optimal
control problem, Eqs. (7–12), a Hermite–Simpson collocation
method [21] has been used. The so-called collocation methods are
based on interpolating both control and state variables by means of
some piecewise continuous functions. The time domain is split into
smaller subintervals. In each subinterval, the variables of the
equivalent nonlinear programming (NLP) problem are the values of
states and controls at the extremes of the subinterval and at the
collocation point. The state variables are approximated by piecewise
cubic polynomial functions. A linear interpolation is used for
controls. The set of ODEs is replaced by a finite set of equality
constraints, the so-called defect equations. Notice that derivatives of
discretized state and constraint functions are obtained by finite
difference estimates, so that it is not necessary to analytically derive
them. The resulting sparse NLP has been solved using IPOPT [22].
IPOPT showed robustness in solving infeasible subproblems in the
iterative process even when dealing with infeasible initial guesses.
IPOPT showed also robustness when dealing with different initial
conditions, showing similar results patterns. Both optimized
procedured and free-flight profiles have a discretization grid with
n 650 (n1  n2  . . . n13  50) sample points. In the free-flight
profiles, for the sake of comparison, the fourth phase is composed of
350 discrete states. Fully procedured profiles are computed in real
time with samples every second. To illustrate computational issues,
in the medium-range optimized procedured case, the resulting NLP
had 4299 variables, 3597 equality constraints, and 4151 inequality
constraints. The total computational time on a 2.56 GHz laptop with
4 GB RAM was 1369.86 s.
Tables 8 and 9 show, respectively, the short- and medium-range
flight results: they contain the totalflight times and times of switching
when applied (tk s), the consumptions including the accumulate
consumption at the end of every phase when applied (Ck kg), and the
constant values that describe the optimized aircraft performance in
the different flight procedures (value opt).
Note that the algorithm neglects the inefficient phases. In this case,
phases 7 and 9, descent Mach and descent deceleration, are
eliminated by the optimal solution by setting the corresponding
durations to zero, i.e., setting equal switching times. In this manner,
the algorithm for optimized procedured profiles leads the aircraft to
what would be a CDA.
Controls, states, and optimal switching instants are represented,
respectively, for short andmedium range, in Figs. 3 and 4.Notice that
since the patterns of the solutions for both short and medium range
are very similar, for the sake of space, Fig. 3 contains only the
representative variables, h,V, and . Regarding the state variables, in
general, except for the case of  (Figs. 3c and 4c), all state variables
vary smoothly.  exhibits high-frequency dynamics at some points
near the switchings. This suggests discontinuity around those points.
Notice that this behavior is normal since the purpose here is not to
Table 7 Medium-range free-flight profile
Phase Name AC ET OP OC
0 TO TO V  1:3VSIC —— VCAS < 250 kt
1 IC IC V  1:3VSCR —— VCAS < 250 kt
2 Res. free climb CR h 10; 000 ft —— VCAS < 250 kt
3 Free CL/CR/DS CR h 10; 000 ft —— ——
4 Res. free descent CR h 6000 ft —— VCAS < 250 kt
5 Approach AP h 2000 ft —— VCAS < 250 kt
6 Landing LD Final cond. —— VCAS < 250 kt
Table 8 Short-range results
Phasea t, sb tk, s
c tk, s
d C, kgb Ck, kg
c Ck, kg
d Value opt
0 —— 8.69 8.69 —— 18.16 18.16 Free
1 —— 25.04 25.06 —— 52.94 52.96 Free
2 —— 225.3 225.38 —— 441.44 441.57 Free
3 —— 249.41 —— —— 482.71 —— h 10; 000 ft
4 —— 755.409 —— —— 1161.36 —— VCAS  150:459 m=s & Tmax
5 —— 1193.11 —— —— 1550.29 —— Mach 0:7297 & Tmax
6 —— 1243.9 —— —— 1554.87 —— h 10875:4 m
7 —— 1243.9 —— —— 1554.87 —— Mach 0:6422
8 —— 2416.84 —— —— 1681.77 —— VCAS  108:406 m=s
9 —— 2416.84 2368.83 —— 1681.77 1661.55 h 10; 000 ft
10 —— 2677.17 2642.83 —— 1716.68 1698.26 Tmin
11 —— 2826.22 2853.54 —— 1737.66 1728.08  	4:3911 deg
12 2592.8 2922.08 2942.26 1967.15 1752.71 1741.09  	4:3911 deg
aCorresponds to optimized procedured profile phases. For free-flight profile, number 9 corresponds to phase 3 (free CL/CR/DS), etc.
bCorresponds to fully procedured profiles.
cCorresponds to optimized procedured profiles.
dCorresponds to free-flight profiles.
Table 9 Medium-range resultsa
Phase t, s tk, s tk, s C, kg Ck, kg Ck, kg Value opt
0 —— 11.61 11.61 —— 24.26 24.26 Free
1 —— 33.28 33.29 —— 70.25 70.27 Free
2 —— 254.66 254.71 —— 498.50 498.58 Free
3 —— 287.89 —— —— 555.43 —— h 10; 000 ft
4 —— 796.57 —— —— 1258.31 —— VCAS  154:817 m=s & Tmax
5 —— 1653.76 —— —— 1995.43 —— Mach 0:7249 & Tmax
6 —— 7774.07 —— —— 6034.37 —— h 11295:4 m
7 —— 7774.08 —— —— 6034.38 —— Mach 0:6772
8 —— 8964.12 —— —— 6161.77 —— VCAS  111:138 m=s
9 —— 8964.12 8929.65 —— 6161.77 6068.77 h 10; 000 ft
10 —— 9222.08 9184.45 —— 6196.36 6102.95 Tmin
11 —— 9369.81 9388.6 —— 6217.16 6131.87  	4:3823 deg
12 9403.5 9464.6 9475.87 6529.85 6231.05 6144.66  	4:3823 deg
aInterpretation holds the same as in Table 8.
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capture short durationmaneuvers, forwhichwewould need a coarser
discretization around the switchings. Figures 4e and 4f show the
behavior of control inputs for medium range. The optimized
procedured profile controls show some bang-bang behavior near the
switchings. Free-flight controls show, however, a smoother behavior.
For short range the behavior is similar.
Results show that the proposed optimized procedured profiles
save, respectively, for short andmedium range, 10.9 and 4.6% of fuel
consumption, i.e, 214.44 and 298.8 kg, respectively, when compared
to fully procedured profiles. Furthermore, results also show that free-
flight profiles achieve, respectively, 11.5 and 5.9%, i.e., 226.06 and
385.19 kg, respectively, of fuel savings when compared to fully
procedured profiles. This means that optimized procedured profile
efficiency is very close to the considered optimal benchmark.
V. Discussion of Results
A. Short Range
We first analyze free-flight performances. In the optimum solution
of the free flight the aircraft seeks to achieve maximum altitude in
minimum time, since flying at low altitudes with maximum thrust
setting is very fuel consuming. As the aircraft gets higher, it
progressively softens its rate of climb until it suddenly performs a
sharp climb maneuver to intercept the optimum descent path, thus
skipping the cruise phase. With this maneuver, the aircraft consumes
the excessive speedwith respect to the optimumdescent speed, while
enabling an anticipated interception of the optimum descent path
thanks to the fast altitude gain. Otherwise, the climb would last
longer, resulting in greater fuel consumption. The optimum descent
path is the result of descending at maximum gradient speed, which
allows the aircraft to fly the greatest distance possible at idle thrust,
thus minimizing fuel consumption. This optimum speed is the
minimum drag speed, also known as base speed. This speed
decreases as air density increases, so the aircraft lowers its speed as it
descends. The base speed also changes as the aircraft deploys high-
lift devices, so the aircraft speed is adjusted by regulating the flight-
path anglewhen a change inAC is to be performed.At the very end of
the flight, when the only aim is to land at anyflyable speed, the flight-
path angle is increased to cover the greatest distance possible before
touching ground, consuming the excess of speed above minimum
speed.
There are two main differences when performing the descent
between fully procedured and free-flight profiles. The first one is that
fully procedured flights descend at a speedmuch higher than the base
speed (300 vs 210 kt). This permits fully procedured flights to reduce
flight duration at the cost of increasing fuel consumption. The second
difference is that fully procedured flights perform the approach at the
ILS	3 deg glide path.When the approach glide path is less inclined
than the maximum gradient path (as in this case), the glide path
becomes too low for the aircraft to maintain the desired speed at idle
thrust. Thus, some extra thrust is required during the approach,
resulting in increased fuel consumption.
In the solution of the optimized procedured profiles, the aircraft
tries always to follow the patterns of free-flight optimal performance,
fulfilling some prefixed procedures. Consequently, it seems that the
algorithm aims to minimize climb phase duration since it is very fuel
consuming, but at the same time it needs to prevent negative effects
on the optimality of the subsequent flight phases. The obtained
292 kt/0.73 climb speed is similar to the fully procedured profile in
the constant CAS phase but shows a significantly lower speed for the
constantMach phase because it provides a higher rate of climb. Then
the aircraft performs a short cruise (4 s). This is the duration needed to
decelerate from the climbing velocity to the descending one. The
aircraft intercepts the descending path, performing it at 108 m=s
(CAS), 211 kt approximately, considerably different than the fully
procedured 300 kt. This is optimal thanks to the minimum drag CAS
being almost constant along the descent, consequently neglecting the
constant Mach phase. Finally, the constant flight-path angle of initial
and final approach, 	4:39 deg, is more inclined than the fully
procedured one, 	3 deg.
B. Medium Range
As in the previous case, medium-range optimum free flight seeks
to achieve maximum altitude in minimum time. As the aircraft gets
higher, it progressively reduces its rate of climb to make a smooth
transition to the subsequent pseudocruise phase, in which the aircraft
asymptotically approaches its operating ceiling. The optimization
target during cruise is to maximize the specific range, which is the
distance traveled per unit of fuel consumed. As the aircraft mass
decreases due to fuel burn, the optimum profile shows an increasing
trend in altitude following the also increasing operating ceiling,
while speed is conveniently adjusted, typically in a slightly
decreasing trend. Such a performance is known as continuous cruise
climb. Cruise phase ends when the optimum descent path is
intercepted. For the optimum descent path, it states the principles of
free optimal performance explained for short-range flights.
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Again, as pointed out for the short-range flights, the optimized
procedured profile tries always to follow the patterns of free-flight
optimal performance. The obtained 301 kt/0.72 climb shows a signif-
icantly lower speed for the constant Mach phase. Then the aircraft
performs the cruise at an altitude that is limited by the operating
ceiling at the beginning of cruise (where the ceiling is lower due to the
greater mass). Eventually, the aircraft intercepts the descending path,
performing it at 111 m=s (CAS), 215 kt approximately. Finally, the
constant flight-path angle of initial and final approach,	4:38 deg, is
more inclined than the typical one, 	3 deg. Notice that a closer
performance to free-flight continuous cruise climb could have been
achieved by defining at least one step climb.
C. General Remarks
Whereas some differences exist in ascent and cruise, the key
differences of performance between current and future concepts of
operations arise in descent phases, where indeed descent velocity and
ILS arrival flight-path angle exhibit high deviations from what has
been shown as the optimal benchmark: to descend at the basevelocity
and to perform approach and landing at the maximum gradient path.
Focusing on descent, we should consider separately the track
going from the top of descent to the initial approach fix and the track
going from that fix to the runway. The first track could be improved
without operational problems by just following the profile given by
themaximumgradient velocity at idle thrust. Lacking that, a constant
CAS procedure around the average base velocity could be defined,
which as it has been said is not far from the optimal benchmark. The
main reason that current flights use a constant CAS up to 300 kt is to
reduce descent duration. Regarding final and initial approach, it does
not seem to be easily achievable to perform the obtained results. The
free-flight optimal path shows a very steep path, while performing
landing with quasi-level flight. This profile is unsafe because descent
paths are designed as a tradeoff between obstacle avoidance handling
and nonexcessive descent rates. Free-flight profiles shows rather high
descent rates followed by a potentially nonhandling obstacles
horizontal path. Optimized procedured profile descent paths showed,
however, higher than current ILS constant path angles, closer to the
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optimal benchmark path, avoiding also potential obstacles. Such
paths would lead to higher descent rates, but lower than free-flight
descent paths. The paradigm of the global navigation satellite system
descent procedures will help defining ad hoc descent paths within
safety standards, and, thus, some of the preceding obtained fuel
savings could be achieved.
It is necessary to point out that the BADA aerodynamic model
does not take into account compressibility effects on the aero-
dynamic behavior of the aircraft. This leads to lower-than-real drag at
high-Mach numbers, resulting in higher-than-real optimum speeds
and altitudes.
VI. Conclusions
The proposed method to generate the optimized procedured
profiles provides a powerful framework to design flexible flight plans
by defining less restricted procedures. Fuel savings achieved
coincidewith the ones expected by SESAR (300–500 kg perflight on
average). Thus, this approach provides a tool to plan flights with
much less consumption than current ones, close to the free-flight
optimal benchmark performance. This framework is suitable to
formulate a multicriteria multiphase optimal control problem in
which noise, emissions, or global warming effects could be also
included.
The results show that some current phases, such as descent Mach
and descent deceleration, are clearly inefficient. The algorithm
showed consistency when dealing with such inefficient phases and
was capable of neglecting them, leading to CDA optimal descent
performance.
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